FESTIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE 2016
COMPETITION BRIEF FOR:
A HOUSE AND GROUNDS FOR AN ART COLLECTOR
A DESIGN IDEAS COMPETITION
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BRIEF
INTRODUCTION
The substantial country house, standing in grounds is an important stitch in the tapestry of the Scottish
countryside. These buildings are also a significant part of our architectural and landscape heritage.
The number of recent examples appears to be limited. The aim of this competition is to help redress
this by issuing a brief for a new house and associated grounds as an ideas competition and as a
contribution from the Landscape Institute Scotland to The Festival of Architecture 2016.
The aim is to celebrate the balance between architecture and landscape, expressed as new building
mass and associated grounds, designed to be seen, and sympathetic to the countryside.
Entrants will be a team of two disciplines, architect and landscape architect, working together to find
a harmonious solution.
This is a ‘Design Ideas Competition’ and is purely hypothetical without prospect of realisation or
implementation.
There will be public exhibition, possible publicity through the Festival of Architecture and prize
money in both professional and student categories. It is the intention to exhibit all entries on the LIS
website and at the exhibition venue depending on space.

CONCEPT
The project is for a house and grounds for an art collector with focus concentrated on internal and
external ‘gallery’ spaces and their overall integration with the house, grounds and the surrounding
landscape. However, although this is the heart of the concept, the building should also function as a
family house.
Although the collection is at the heart of the concept, internally the gallery should not necessarily be
seen as a separate “room”, but can be integrated into the layout, flowing into the entrance,
circulation and dining areas at the same or variable levels.
Similarly, internal and external areas and the surrounding landscape should also flow into one
another.

LOCATION
The site is in Perthshire, Scotland and is currently occupied by a private house and garden. The site
information provided will show it as vacant site with landscape features.
Access is from the south side of the site on relatively flat ground. Previously there was dense foliage
in the area, but the current owner had this removed to allow clear views to and from the building.
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The site rises northwards from this lower area gently to the centre, then more steeply towards the
northern boundary and beyond. This is shown on the site plan and photographs.
Toward the west there is a church, and the ground undulates away from the eastern boundary.
The site area is about 2¼ acres.
Prospects from the site, particularly to the south are excellent, with views to high ground rising to
The Trossachs to the south west.
Views to the north are contained by rising ground.

INTEGRATED FORM AND LAYOUT
Building
There are no preconceptions for building form, it is hoped that a fresh and innovative building
solution, with a positive relationship with landscape will emerge.
Solutions can be multi storey or inverted. There are no exhaustive requirements for planning internal
relationships, only key linkages are noted. As a collectors home, art would be spread throughout the
building and grounds. The images of artwork provided are to be used in the gallery space, dining
circulation and entrance areas. If, in the design process, the living area becomes open to these spaces
the pieces can be used in that area as well. There should be a common-sense approach to residential
planning.
Landscape
A similar attitude is held towards the landscape. The existing landscape context is of great beauty,
especially to the south and southwest, and these views should be celebrated. No preconceptions are
placed on the landscape design, although interest, and balance and harmony with the building are
expected.
However, this is a family house and requires the essential amenities of a home of this type, with
family garden space and the paraphernalia which accompanies this.
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SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION
INDICATIVE LIST OF ACCOMMODATION
Building

Living Area
Garden Room
Snug/Family Room
Kitchen suite
Utility Suite

Master Bedroom Suite
Guest Bedroom 1
Guest Bedroom 2
Family Bedroom 1
Family Bedroom 2
Family Bathroom
Dining Area/Room
Gallery Spaces

Gallery Store
Entrance and Circulation

Energy plant room

Good prospects essential, open fire
Linked to living spaces, glazed walls
Open fire
Kitchen, island preparation area, kitchen and
wine store, dining for up to 8. Link to garden
Utility and drying room, boot and wet
weather store, cloak room, shower and WC,
separate entrance
Bedroom, dressing area, en-suite bathroom,
external area, good prospect essential
En-suite bath room, good prospect
En-suite bath room, good prospect
With storage
With storage
Regular facilities
Can be part of free flowing entrance or
gallery space. Dining for 12. Good prospect
Free Flowing space, good prospect, visual
linkage to court yard (enclosed sculpture/
landscape), can be linked to dining area,
entrance and circulation area generally and as
a result of layout the living areas. Only the
core gallery needs the 3.600 height as an
absolute requirement. No direct sunlight,
good daylight.
Adjacent to gallery 3.600mm height
Flexible, clear access to Gallery. Note
location has high snowfall and is exposed to
weather
The site is currently serviced, but there is no
mains gas. There are no specific requirements
for energy type.

Guide Minimum
32m²
24m²
20m²
50m²
24m²

35m²
20m²
20m²
18m²
18m²
9m²
24m²
Nominal 60m²

12m²
Flexible

Ancillary Accommodation
Double Garage

For 2 SUV height and size vehicles.
Additional parking will be required for at
least 2 further vehicles.

Workshop
Roof or internal storage

Entrance external and internal
Accessible dry storage. Access from interior
or exterior. Minimum height 2100mm
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20m²
80m³

Internal Art Collection
Sketch impressions of the hung collection are provided as part of the brief.

Landscape and External Space
Although the central aim of the project is to balance architecture and landscape and integrate it into
the surroundings, there are specific requirements for applied landscape and external area for social
and family life.
The site perimeters should be treated to allow transition with the surroundings yet allow definition
for areas of shelter and seclusion. There are to be sculptures for focal interest in the design.
Landscape proposals should celebrate the excellent prospects from the site.
Courtyard: Enclosed or semi-enclosed ‘courtyard’ area with good light, as a minimum 80m2. This
should be visually linked to the internal gallery area. This area is passive and should have a
permanent landscape atmosphere and provide siting for 2 medium sized sculptures. Part of this area
can be fully enclosed to create an internal landscaped space. This should have good natural light.
There is an existing spring and water course in the site. These should be given some prominence in
proposals and may be used to site a sculpture.
Decked and/or paved terraced areas: These should combine shelter and prospect and should be able
to incorporate outdoor dining and lounging. 24m² minimum
Vegetable garden: To be integrated with general landscaping - 24m² minimum.
This to combine with a larger area of fruit trees and bushes to provide a small orchard.
Open garden waste storage with easy access for removal.
Lawn: This may be restricted due to site area, but should contain a discrete area for standard
children’s play equipment.
Cloche or integrated glass area: This should be south or south-east facing for winter herbs and
delicate vegetables. - 6-10m ²
A gazebo or small garden structure can be incorporated.
A small herb garden.
General plant species can be mixed but lean towards local provenance for positive biodiversity and
encourage the rich local bird life. At present red squirrel, woodpecker, nuthatch, heron, mallard and
many other bird species visit the site.
Currently with the entrance gate closed there is no need for deer or rabbit protection, this protection
should remain.
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External maintenance storage area: This should be integrated into the main building and for a small
‘sit on’ mower and standard garden and hard area residential equipment.
Sheltered external utility storage for residential waste bins and logs. Should be accessible from
turning area: 6-10m²
The elevation of the site is approximately 150m AOD.
Sculptures
Pictures of sculptures are provided as part of the brief. The collection may be changed or re-sited
over the years, and there must be an element of flexibility.
Enclosed Courtyard
Garden Area

1 small sculpture and 1 relief panel
5 sculptures

Circulation to sculpture in the garden areas should be simple and easily managed.
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COMPETITION PROCEDURES
COMPETITION & TIMETABLE
Entrance Requirements
Ideally the competition envisages collaboration between an architect/s and a landscape architect/s
from different organisations. However, submissions from multi-disciplinary practices or
organisations and from dual professionals will be welcome.
Applicants should be Chartered members of The Landscape Institute and Registered Architects and
members of the RIAS.
Teamed architecture and landscape architecture student entries must be full time matriculated at
recognised UK institutions or graduates or licentiates. Ideally ‘working’ students should be from
different organisations and all must be members of the LI and RIAS respectively.
This is not an anonymous competition: competitors can be identified in their submission.
Submission Requirements
2 “laminated” or encapsulated A1 boards, both in landscape format. A digital version of the
submission is required in high quality PDF and JPEG format suitable for publication and an A4 page
explaining the concept.
There is an Entrance fee of £40.00, but the competition is Free for Students.
There will be promotion and public exhibition of the competition and there may be a book or film or
articles produced for publication made of the entries. It is a condition of entry that competitors waive
Copyright for these purposes.
Registration
Registration at Eventbrite: https://a-house-and-grounds-for-an-art-collector.eventbrite.co.uk
Competition Timetable
Competition details available:
Competition period:
Final date for Questions:
Final date for Answers:
Hand in date:*
Judging:
Public Exhibition:
Pick - up of work:

Tuesday, 31st May 2016
Wednesday, 1st June to Friday, 23rd September 2016
Monday, 27th June 2016
Friday, 1st July 2016
Friday, 23rd September 2016 at 10.00am – 4.00pm
Wednesday, 28th September 2016
Thursday, 29th and Friday, 30th September 2016
Friday, 30th September 2016 at 4.00pm – 6.00pm

*Hand in of work at the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons in Glasgow. 232-242 St Vincent
Street, Glasgow G2 5RG.
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Submission
Work must be clearly labelled on the outside: “Festival of Architecture 2016 Landscape Institute
Scotland - Competition Entry – The House and Grounds for an Art Collector”. The entry ID should
be on the label.
Questions
Questions on the brief should be provided by email to: mail.scotland@landscapeinstitute.org by
Monday, 27th June 2016.
The competition is hypothetical and answers will reflect this. All Q & A’s will be published on the
LIS website at: http://scotland.landscapeinstitute.org/. Once published on Friday, 1st July 2016
the Q & A’s will be final.
Judges
There is a panel of five judges, including an art curator, supported by members of the design
professions:
Jill Gerber
Sandy Robinson
Noel Farrar
Fiona Sinclair
Bill Cairns

Gerber Gallery, Glasgow.
Architect, Scottish Government.
Landscape architect, PPLI, in private practice, London.
Architect, PPGIA, in private practice, Glasgow.
Landscape Architect, in private practice, Edinburgh.

Exhibitions
An exhibitions of all entries will be held at:
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons in Glasgow
232-242 St Vincent Street
Glasgow
G2 5RG
on Thursday, 29th and Friday, 30th September 2016
An exhibition of the prize winning entries will be held at:
The Dundas Street Gallery
Dundas Street
Edinburgh EH3 6HZ
on Monday, 5th – Friday, 9th December 2016.
And online on the:
Festival of Architecture 2016 website: https://www.foa2016.com/events/2016-september-29-thehouse-and-garden-of-an-art-collector-a-competition
LIS website: http://scotland.landscapeinstitute.org/
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Prizes
The winner will receive the 2016 Landscape Institute Scotland Festival Award and a prize of
£1,500. There will be two runner up prizes of £500 and £150. There will be a further £250.00 for the
winning student entry.
A £250 prize will also be awarded for the winner of the Public ‘Popular Vote’ to be held during the
exhibition in Glasgow.
Commendations may be made.

Condition
It is a condition of the competition that the competitor does not promote their entry out with the limits
of the competition. By entering, the competitor accepts this condition.

Comment
It is essential that the competition is supported by the membership in the context of the Festival in
that it offers and demonstrates the contribution that good architecture and landscape design can make
in combination, and gives the opportunity for equal professional collaboration on a project in a rural
landscape. This would make a bright contribution to the practice or organisation portfolio.
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SITE PLAN AND PHOTOGRAPHS
Site Plan
Apart from the larger trees marked, there are smaller trees at the site perimeter and at the pond. These
are shown on the site photos.
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Site Photographs

View from Site looking south (View 1)

View from site looking west (General view from site looking west)
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View from Site looking east (View 2)

View from Site looking north (View 3)

View of stream and pond
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SCHEDULE OF ARTWORKS
Paintings
Included are illustrations of work which can be incorporated into the design.
The images of "paintings" are simply cut-up photos of areas of existing work and are dimensioned.
These give an idea of the typical sizes of pieces in the Collection
Sculpture
The exterior sculptures are from a Public Gallery in Edinburgh and can be used as follows,
Main Garden Areas
S1
S3
S4
S6
S7
Courtyard or Enclosed Area
S2 (wall mounted)
S5
Interior
Large Seated Nude
Undressing

(height 740 mm)
(height 380mm)

If the option is taken to have a part fully enclosed (internal) courtyard or enclosed area the Large
Seated Nude could be located there.
As the exterior sculptures are quite large, it is not necessary to use all of them in the design.
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Large seated nude

Undressing
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